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5

Abstract6

Background: Laser fluorescence for caries detection, caries detecting dyes and air abrasion, as7

an exploratory tool, aid in practicing minimal invasive dentistry.AIM: To clinically assess8

newer method of caries detection of non cavitated lesions and to contrast and correlate with9

the traditional methods Materials and Methods: 200 patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria in10

first and or second mandibular molar were included in the study. Depending on the laser11

fluorescence values, visual and radiographic scoring the selected patients were designated to12

the following groups:Group I: 0-14 DIAGNOdent reading, Ekstrand criteria scoring-0 in both13

clinical and radiographic evaluation. No caries-No active treatment (Control)14

15

Index terms— laser fluorescence, air abrasion, minimal invasive dentistry.16
he management strategies of dental caries are dependent on the stage at which caries is detected. The incipient17

carious lesions are characterized by subsurface dissolution due to more fluoride ions in the 50-100 microns of the18
tooth’s outer surface and less fluoride in subsurface region. Sub surface, non cavitated lesions are amenable19
to remineralization, thus early detection and diagnosis is of prime importance. [1][2][3] Traditionally diagnosis20
of dental caries was based on visual detection. In addition, the diagnosis of early noncavitated carious lesion21
also requires detection Author ?: e-mail: sonaliendo@gmail.com and diagnostic aids which are more valid and22
reliable. There is a plethora of such devices flooding the market. One such valid and reliable method is laser based23
fluorescence caries detection method. 4 It is a noninvasive method for caries detection of hidden caries. It emits24
655nm of infrared rays that is absorbed by organic and inorganic tooth structure and the remitted fluorescence25
shows various scales between 0-99.It is postulated that bacterial products like porphyrins fluorescence when they26
irradiated with infra-red light. [5][6][7] Histopathologically, carious dentin is divided into two layers, outer layer27
called infected dentin, which is soft and cannot be remineralized and the inner decalcified affected dentin, which28
is hard and can be remineralized. Caries detecting dyes are used as a clinical guide for complete removal of the29
outer carious zone in dentinal caries, as it contains denatured collagen which is stained, making caries excavation30
minimal. 9,10 Today in dentistry there is a paradigm shift from the old G.V. Black principles of extension31
for prevention, to preservation of tooth structure by ultraconservative techniques of minimal invasive dentistry32
also known as microdentistry. Compared with principles of traditional operative dentistry the modalities of33
microdentistry are centred on early detection and diagnosis, prevention and minimal intervention. Air abrasion34
is a treatment modality,which preserves the structural integrity of the sound tooth structure remaining around35
a cariouslesion. The abrasive particles strike the tooth at high speeds and removes carious tooth structure36
preferentially. [11][12][13][14] As an adjunct to traditional methods of caries detection, laser fluorescence method37
can detect and diagnose early carious lesion, which depending on the stage of carious can be managed with38
minimal intervention.39

1 II. Material & Method40

Adult patients between 18 -25 years of age, reporting to the department of Conservative Dentistry and41
Endodontics, were screened with laser fluorescence device (Diagnodent pen 2190, KAVO, Birbech Germany)42
to determine any suspected or hidden initial pit and fissure caries on their first or second mandibular molars.43
The indices used for case selection and segregation clinically and radiographically, was Ekstrand criteria of severity44
index for occlusal fissure carious lesions. Laser fluorescence scoring was based on Lussi Criteria for measuring the45
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4 V. DISCUSSION

severity of carious lesion. The total number of patients which were screened was 200 and segregated as follows:46
Group I: 0-14 Laser fluorescence reading, Ekstrand criteria score -0 for both clinical and radiographic evaluation.47
No caries, No active treatment (Control) Group II: 15-25 Laser fluorescence reading, Ekstrand criteria score -0, 148
for both clinical and radiographic evaluation. Incipient caries which can be remineralized by CPP ACP F paste.49
Group III: > 25 Laser fluorescence reading, Ekstrand criteria score -0, 1, 2, in both clinical and radiographic50
evaluation. Confirmed by exploratory cavity preparation by Air Abrasion.51

2 III. Procedure52

Group I: Laser fluorescence values were less than 15. As per Ekstrand clinical criteria it showed that there was53
no or minimal changes on air drying and radiological also did show any radiolucency denoting a carious lesion.54
Hence this group was reassessed at the end of 12 months by laser fluorescence and radiographically. Sample size55
was 41. Group II: Laser fluorescence values were 15-25. Clinically there was no opacity, or opacity (white) hardly56
visible on the wet surface, but distinctly visible after airdrying (5 second). Radiographically there was no lesion57
or there was minimal involvement of enamel. Remineralizing paste containing casein phospho peptide amorphous58
calcium phosphate with fluoride (CPP-ACP-F) was applied for 4 minutes and repeated at an interval of one week59
for one month. The evaluation by laser fluorescence was done at the interval of 3 months, 6 months, 9 months60
and 12 months. Sample size was 87 Group III: Laser fluorescence values > 25. Clinically there was no opacity61
or opacity (white) hardly visible on the wet surface, but distinctly visible after air-drying (5 second) or opacity62
distinctly visible without air-drying. Radiographically a lesion may not be detected or seen involving enamel63
only or outer half of dentin. Sample size was 72. The selected teeth were isolated with rubber dam. Exploratory64
cavity preparation was done with air abrasion unit. The settings were 60 psi-80 psi, with 27-micron particles.65
The recommended movements of the tip were short controlled bursts kept at 1mm from the tooth surface at an66
angle of 45-60 degree, designed to trace out and identify the pits and fissures and incipient caries while following67
path of least resistance. Restoration was done with flowable composite or posterior composite as per depth of68
the cavity.69

3 IV. Result70

The Excel and SPSS 17 software packages were used for data entry and analysis. The statistical analysis was71
done by Chi square test of significance for proportion analysis. Of 200 teeth which were scanned, it was found72
that 76.5 % cases had caries i.e 153 patients, but it was correctly detected in 150 patients by laser fluorescence73
whereas visual method detected caries in 83 patients and radiographic method detected caries in 50 patients. In74
22 cases visual method did not detect caries when it is present. which is confirmed when cavity preparation is75
done. In 35 cases radiological method does not detect caries but it confirmed when cavity preparation is done76
by air abrasion. In 54 patients the caries visually was not detected when it was detected by LF. In 74 patient77
caries was not detected radiographically when it was detected by LF There is no caries detected by all methods78
initially. But at 3 months, caries was detected in 3 patients by laser fluorescence which was not detected by79
visual method and detected by radiographic method at 12 months.80

Of 200 teeth which were scanned, it was found that 76.5 % cases had caries i.e 153 patients, but it was81
correctly detected in 150 patients by laser fluorescence whereas visual method detected caries in 83 patients and82
radiographic method detected caries in in 50 patients.83

4 V. Discussion84

Dental caries is one of the most prevalent oral diseases of the world. It is the result of localized chemical85
dissolution of a tooth surface resulting from metabolic events in a biofilm. [1][2][3] There is no global consensus86
or construct on the criteria for detection of carious lesions. 13 The initiation of carious lesion begins with87
subsurface dissolution; this is due to the fact that 50-100microns of surface layer is resistant to decay as a result88
of the increased concentration of fluoride ions. Subsurface dissolution can be remineralized. [1][2][3] Fluoride is89
a gold standard in caries prevention. Newer remineralization paste like CPP ACP have been used alone or in90
combination with fluoride with varying degree of success. The changes have been evaluated by diagnodent and91
scanning electron microscopy. Due to inclusion of NaF in CPP ACP F, it showed better remineralizing potential92
than CPP ACP alone. [14][15][16] Thus in our study we used CPP ACP F as a remineralizing paste. The93
decrease in laser fluorescence values as compared to baseline in Group II showed that the 71teeth were in state94
of remineralization. (Graph 2) In Group I we haven’t used any preventive protocol hence the laser fluorescence95
value remains constant in 38 patients (Graph 1)96

To harness the phase of remineralization it is important that caries be detected before cavitation. There are97
various diagnostic aids available for the clinician with varying degree of sensitivity and specificity. Lussi et al in an98
invitro study evaluated the new laser fluorescence device -Diagnodent pen with older version of diagnodent. The99
clinical finding were correlated with the histogical reading. The authors found that diagnodent was more sensitive100
a tool than specific. Based on past invivo and invitro studies [5][6][7][17][18] laser fluorescence method of caries101
detection was considered in the study. It served as a caries detecting tool and also monitoring the progression102
of caries and remineralization. (Table, Graph 1-4) There are three essential tools that the microdentist relies103
when performing minimal invasive method in restorative dentistry. First is good diagnostic aid for early caries104
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detection. Hence we have used laser fluorescence method. The next is caries-detection dye, which is used to105
follow the progress of the caries-removal process. Third, is an air-abrasion unit that is reasonably adjustable and106
responsive. 11,12 Magnification and visualization is enhanced by use of loupes in this study.107

Minimal clinical cavity access is defined as the least amount of enamel removal to enable adequate access for108
visualization and removal of the infected dentine leaving behind the affected dentin which has then the potential109
to form secondary dentin. Caries detecting dye serves as a diagnostic aid for occlusal caries as well as for residual110
caries and works by bonding to denatured collagen [9][10] . In this study caries detecting dye is used in diagnostic,111
intraoperative as well as postoperative phase to detect any residual caries thus making the cavity preparation112
very conservative.113

For over a century cavity preparation is done by the conventional method of using bur and air rotor, which114
tends to remove tooth structure indiscriminately by lateral application of force. Unlike rotary cutting instruments;115
the principle action of air-abrasion has been demonstrated as end cutting. Hence making cavity preparation in116
incipient lesions extremely ultraconservative. In our study, the subsurface carious lesions which were detected117
by laser fluorescence but not detected by radiographic and visual methods and they were confirmed by ultra118
conservative exploratory cavity preparation by air abrasion. [11][12][13][19][20] (Table, Graph 3,4) Thus the laser119
caries detection can detect hidden caries or incipient lesion which may not be detected by visual and radiographic120
methods. In our study out of 200 teeth which were evaluated, it was found that 76.5 % cases had caries i.e 153121
patients, but it was correctly detected in 150 patients by laser fluorescence whereas visual method detected caries122
correctly in 83 patients and radiographic method detected caries correctly in 50 patients.123

5 VI. Conclusion124

1. Laser fluoresce method of caries detection is a valuable adjunct in caries detection along with traditional125
method of caries diagnosis. 2. Air abrasion can be used as an exploratory tool to confirm hidden caries the126
preparation is ultraconservative.127
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4

Figure 2: Graph 4 :

:

Clinical Radiographic Lf Sample
Size

Pearson Chi-square value p-value Overall actual
caries present

Caries Detected 83 50 150 200 143.6 <0.001 76.5%
Caries Not
Detected 70 103 3

Figure 3: Table :
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